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TEASER

FADE IN:

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COURTYARD - DAY

The school is as disgustingly sunny and cheery as ever. DREW
stands by his locker, watching the people pass with narrowed
eyes.

The majority of them glance over at him and start to whisper
amongst themselves.

DREW (V.O.)
Day three at my new school and I'm
still being pointed out like I'm a
masturbating tiger in a public zoo.

(beat)
For some reason I thought there'd be
some new drama to distract people
but the fact everybody now knows I
made out with the school flirt means
that I'm still the cool thing to
talk about.

ISAAC walks past and smacks Drew on the ass! He gives Drew a
WINK as he walks away.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And apparently as long as I'm the
thing to talk about, nobody actually
wants to talk to me.

Drew smiles slightly, but his face falls when he sees KIAN
stood nearby. He doesn't look very happy.

Kian turns and walks away. Drew looks a little disappointed.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
There were a lot of rumors about me
at my last school too but at least I
had friends there. Here, all I have
is...

He turns to see CHESS standing next to him, all smiles.

CHESS
Why the long face?

DREW
I think Kian's avoiding me.

CHESS
You met him like two days ago. Clingy
much?

Drew just glares.
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CHESS (CONT'D)
Okay fine, why do you think he's
avoiding you?

DREW
Well the whole not-talking-to-me
thing is a good indicator. As is the
seeing-me-and-running-away.

CHESS
You're correct, they're both good
indicators of avoidance but why is
he avoiding you?

She raises her eyebrows, giving him a look that says they
both already know the answer.

DREW
(sighs)

Because of the picture of me and
Isaac. He thinks we're a thing now.

CHESS
Probably doesn't help that Isaac's
such a big fan of PDA either.

They glance over to see Isaac practically hanging off the
side of one of his male friends. Drew just rolls his eyes.

CHESS (CONT'D)
You know what you have to do?

DREW
(groans)

Don't make me talk to the guys again.

CHESS
You've got to take advantage of your
reputation!

(beat)
You said it yourself, you don't want
a relationship and you don't have
feelings for these guys so what's
left to do other than enjoying the
popularity this gets you?

She grins in excitement, her eyes sparkling with ideas for
Drew's future. He isn't quite sharing in the enthusiasm.

DREW
(frowns)

So why am I taking advantage of being
easy?

CHESS
(snaps)

Because I said so!

Drew knows better than to argue back.
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DREW
How many people am I gonna have to
talk to?

Chess' side-eye is enough to shut him up.

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CAFETERIA - DAY

The cafeteria is divided into cliques like a scene right out
of Mean Girls. There's your jocks, your cool Asians, girls
who eat their feelings...

Chess and Drew are sat across from one another at one of the
tables on their own. Several people from other tables are
staring over at them.

Drew glances over his shoulder to see BRANDON glaring at
him. If looks could kill, Drew would be a dead man. ALICE is
sat next to him, one hand massaging Brandon's shoulder and
the other scrolling through her cell phone.

Drew quickly turns around again, a little wide-eyed.

DREW
(exasperated)

Hasn't SVH Exposed been updated yet?
There's gotta be some new gossip
that's more exciting than me...

CHESS
No, that's bad, don't think like
that! We need you to be talked about!

DREW
(raises an eyebrow)

We?

Chess just waves his remark off and tucks into her salad.

DREW (CONT'D)
So what exactly do you want me to
do? How am I gonna "take advantage"
of my reputation?

Chess replaces her fork and salad and leans back in her chair.
She thinks for a moment before a smile creeps onto her face.
Drew looks a little worried.

CHESS
You need to go and make friends.

DREW (V.O.)
Uh oh.

Drew's face falls.

DREW (CONT'D)
Nobody wants to talk to me anyway,
they'd rather just stare and gossip!
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CHESS
(ignores him)

More specifically, you need to talk
to hot guys. The more guys people
think you're hooking up with, the
better. Make sure you aren't seen
with Isaac.

DREW
That's gonna be kinda hard.

Chess hasn't noticed that Drew isn't staring at her anymore,
he's looking just over her shoulder.

CHESS
Why?

DREW
Because he's still staring over here.

He nods over her shoulder and she looks over to see Isaac
waving cheerily at them.

DREW (CONT'D)
Seriously, he hasn't stopped. I'm
starting to think there's something
on my face. A target or something.

CHESS
You're fine, Isaac's just very...
intense when he marks his territory.

DREW
He... oh, that's just gross. Did he
pee on me?

Chess' look says she's not entirely sure if he's joking or
not. She shakes her head, looking a little hesitant.

DREW (CONT'D)
Okay, good, he didn't pee on me. Why
does he think I'm his territory
though?

CHESS
You're the new guy and everybody
knows that you're great at giving
head. You're practically his ideal
Christmas present.

DREW
Yay for me.

Chess starts to stare around the cafeteria.

CHESS
Over there, on the jock table.

Drew doesn't even turn to look.
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DREW
Kian's there.

CHESS
(blinks)

So?

He fixes her with a glare. Chess remains unfazed.

DREW
I'm not flirting with a guy in front
of Kian. He already thinks I'm getting
it on with Isaac.

CHESS
God, you're so picky!

She throws her hands up in the air in overdramatic defeat
and returns to looking around the cafeteria.

CHESS (CONT'D)
How do you feel about Hipsters?

DREW
They need to get their heads outta
their asses, nobody gives a shit
about Instagram or their stupid fake
glasses.

A pause.

CHESS
So that's a no...

She keeps looking.

DREW
Look, why are you so desperate for
me to get all the attention? What do
you get out of it?

Chess gives him a sharp look that quickly shuts him up. The
expression eventually sinks into a soft, friendly smile.

CHESS
I'm just trying to do you a favor.
The only way you're going to get
noticed here is with my help.

DREW
But I don't want to be noticed.

She looks at him with scrutinizing eyes. He sighs and shakes
his head.

DREW (CONT'D)
Okay, maybe I do sometimes. It's
just a lot, y'know, with the new
school and--
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CHESS
(interrupting)

What about bad boys?

She's totally oblivious to cutting him off. Drew just rolls
his eyes.

DREW
You're looking at Brandon, aren't
you?

She nods. Drew glances over his shoulder - yep, Brandon's
still glaring at him. Alice catches him looking and sends a
glare in Drew's direction.

DREW (CONT'D)
Nope. I think he and the blonde chick
would be too busy fighting over who
gets to kill me.

(voice-over)
I don't need to worry about my safety
any more than I already am.

CHESS
Fine! You go pick somebody!

DREW
(shrugs)

Okay.

He stands and leaves the table. Chess blinks in surprise.

CHESS
Oh... okay then.

She watches as he approaches a pair of IDENTICAL TWINS sat
together. They're both blond and good looking.

Everybody watches as Drew sits down and starts to FLIRT
with them! Both boys immediately look like they're in love.

A smile creeps onto Chess' lips.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Go get 'em, tiger.

She's surprised by a GIRL sitting down in Drew's abandoned
seat. She's a cheerleader, bleached blonde and looks just
a little bit brainless.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Sorry Stacey, my stereotype quota is
full for today...

She stands to leave but STACEY grabs her hand!
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STACEY
(intense)

You have to tell us about Drew. Who
was that guy in the video?!

Suddenly there's a whole host of cheerleaders at the table,
waiting for Chess to answer. Her smile turns into a smirk as
her eyes flicker towards Drew. He's totally unaware.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MR BELL'S CLASSROOM - DAY

MR BELL looks as calm and collected as ever in front of
his class, despite the fact most of them seem bored out of
their minds and the others are too busy talking to pay
attention to whatever he's teaching.

Drew is sat at the back of the class again. One of the twins
keeps making eyes at him. A smile pulls at Drew's lips but
he doesn't look over.

DREW (V.O.)
Chess' plan was a bad idea. I knew
that all along but I just couldn't
help myself. When somebody waves gay
identical twins in front of me, I'm
always going to bite - it's just who
I am.

(sighs)
I guess Chess knew me better than I
thought - no matter how often I say
I wanted to be left alone, the truth
of the matter is that I like the
attention. I just wish that attention
meant I had more friends rather than
just Chess...

Every now and then, Kian glances over his shoulder to look
at Drew. He does his best not to return the look.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Of course, it means I have to deal
with the judgement from my three
stalkers - the Jock, the Flirt and
the Bad Boy.

(beat)
I kind of miss only having my ex
stalk me now.

Mr Bell clears his throat to get everybody's attention.

MR BELL
After school, I'll be holding the
Medieval Fayre and some of you --

He glares around the room. A couple of people shrink back
into their chairs.
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MR BELL (CONT'D)
-- have decided you have better things
to do with your afternoon so I'm in
need of a couple of volunteers.

(beat)
Any takers?

Slowly two hands rise - Drew and Kian.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Brilliant, thank you boys!

They glance over at one another in surprise. Kian's expression
goes dark whilst Drew just looks alarmed.

The twin's hand rises.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Sorry Jensen, I only needed two.

JENSEN pouts. He stares at Drew like a lovesick puppy.

DREW (V.O.)
Okay, make that four stalkers.

The school bell RINGS, snapping everybody out of their daze.
Drew quickly packs up his stuff and heads for the exit. Kian
watches him leave in a hurry and frowns.

Jensen hurries out after Drew. Kian just quirks an eyebrow
and shares a look with Mr Bell.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - MOMENTS LATER

Drew walks down the corridor at a fast pace, head down and
complete unaware of the fact everybody is staring at him
once again. It's like the world stops around him just to
stare, it's so still.

DREW (V.O.)
Sometimes the world just wants you
to suffer. Other times it's actually
trying to help but I've learned that
if the world's trying to help, it's
still going to make you suffer.

He walks straight into somebody and looks up to see Alice!

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Like so.

If it's possible, Drew looks even more annoyed. Alice looks
as smug as ever.

ALICE
Hey BJ, in a hurry?

DREW
You could say that.
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He sighs. Opens his mouth as if to speak but stops. Shakes
his head.

DREW (CONT'D)
Forget it. I have to go.

He goes to step around Alice.

ALICE
Wait up! I'm trying to talk to
you.

Drew stops. Looks back at her. Sighs.

DREW
Okay then, fire away. Why are you
suddenly talking to me?

(beat)
Don't tell me we did stuff at your
party.

ALICE
What? No, that's gross!

He just raises his eyebrows. Alice wrinkles her nose in
disgust.

DREW (V.O.)
Ow.

ALICE
(over-exaggerated)

The reason I'm even talking to you
is because I heard about you and
your ex. I'm so sorry, that sounds
so rough!

Her mocking tone of voice says something very different to
the actual words she's saying.

DREW
(confused)

My... ex?

ALICE
Oh, you didn't know?

Her face practically lights up with glee.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Chess has been telling some of the
cheerleaders about how you guys
broke up.

Drew blinks away the surprise.

DREW
Oh.
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He turns. Notes everybody's stares. His expression darkens
as he starts to storm away.

Alice watches him leave, her lips twisted into a smirk.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
That bitch.

Off his glare:

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COURTYARD - AFTERNOON

Chess is at her locker, applying lipstick in front of a mirror
perched on top of her books. Drew storms up and SLAMS the
locker door shut.

CHESS
(winces)

So I guess you heard?

DREW
Did you honestly think I wouldn't?

She already looks guilty.

CHESS
If it's any comfort, I felt bad about
it afterwards?

She attempts a smile. Drew is unmoved.

DREW
No, it's not really much comfort.
Making up lies about me is not
cool at all.

(beat)
What the hell did you say about him?

CHESS
Just that you guys had this big epic
love --

DREW (V.O.)
True.

CHESS
But he kept looking at other guys --

DREW (V.O.)
True.

Drew's quickly getting angrier. Chess is unaware.

CHESS
And he ended up cheating on you with
your cousin which made you dump him.

DREW (V.O.)
Not true. It was my best friend.

CHESS
Oh and you walked in on them doing
it on your bed at your party.
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DREW (V.O.)
Yep, that's true.

Chess smiles again.

CHESS
But hey, I made you the victim! People
feel bad for you now!

DREW
I don't want people to feel bad for
me! I don't want people to talk about
me, I just want to be left alone.

(beat)
I've known you for like three days,
what made you think you had the right
to throw me under the bus like this?

He glares, challenging her to reply. She's stunned into
silence. He exhales. Shakes his head.

DREW (CONT'D)
I thought we were friends but this?
This isn't what friends do. They
don't make up bullshit lies so
they can get attention.

(sighs)
Next time, keep your mouth shut
and stop trying to "help" me, okay?

He gives her airquotes and everything.

DREW (CONT'D)
The only person you're helping is
yourself.

Chess' eyes start to water but he's immune to her pain.
With one last glare, he storms away.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MR BELL'S CLASSROOM - AFTERNOON

Mr Bell is sat behind his desk, marking books in total
silence. It's a boring sight and judging from his expression,
a boring experience too.

A KNOCK on his door attracts his attention. He looks up to
see a tearful Chess in the doorway.

He immediately slips into father-mode, standing up and pulling
her into a tight embrace.

MR BELL
What's wrong, honey?

She buries her head into his shoulder, causing her words to
become muffled. Mr Bell looks a little awkward as he speaks:

MR BELL (CONT'D)
What was that?
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Chess raises her head a little.

CHESS
I fucked up again.

He raises his eyebrows at her explicit language.

MR BELL
Uh... language?

His heart clearly isn't in telling her off. She hits him
lightly on the arm.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
What did you do?

CHESS
I just wanted to help Drew and I
think I said the wrong thing.

It's vague but he nods anyway. He rubs her arm comfortingly.

MR BELL
Drew's a nice guy, I'm sure he'll
forgive you. You just have to say
you're sorry and really mean it.

CHESS
You think?

(grins)
He's a bit of a moody bitch.

A smile creeps onto Mr Bell's face.

MR BELL
You're two of a kind then!

Chess can't help but laugh.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MUSIC ROOM - AFTERNOON

Drew is at the PIANO, playing a complicated melody. He's in
the zone, completely unaware of his surroundings.

Isaac stands in the doorway, arms folded and watching him
silently. Amazement is written all across his face.

Drew finishes with a final high note and with a satisfied
smile, slumps back in his chair. The sound of CLAPPING
makes him jump and he looks over his shoulder at Isaac.

DREW
How long have you been there?

ISAAC
(grins)

A while. You're good.
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He walks into the room, making himself at home on the seat
next to Drew.

DREW
Practice makes near perfect, huh?

ISAAC
You been playing long?

DREW
Since I was eight. Keeps me calm.

He starts to play again.

ISAAC
I heard what Chess was saying about
you and your ex. Is it true?

Drew stops. Looks over at Isaac.

DREW
Some of it.

ISAAC
Well he sounds like a dick.

DREW
(sighs)

Yeah, he was. At the end, at least.

Isaac reaches over and pats Drew on the back.

ISAAC
Not everybody's that much of a jerk.

DREW
(smiles)

Call me when you find somebody who
isn't, then!

Isaac can't help but smile back.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - GYMNASIUM - AFTERNOON

The school gymnasium has been decorated to resemble a castle
and a large banner at one end of the hall reads:

"WELCOME TO THE MEDIEVAL FAYRE!"

Mr Bell stands underneath the sign, dressed like a King in
chainmail armor. He looks more than a little uncomfortable.

Students busily work around him, setting up stalls and adding
last minute touches of paint to the decorations.

DREW (V.O.)
Of course my attempt to do a good
deed would be thrown back in my face
and how so...
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Drew enters, dressed like ROBIN HOOD with a toy bow in his
hands. He looks around in bewilderment.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
If there's one thing I hate, it's
fancy dress.

He tugs uncomfortably at his costume. Mr Bell catches his
eye and waves him over. Both of them look a little nervous.

MR BELL
(smiles)

Drew! How nice of you to come!

A pause. Drew frowns.

DREW
I, uh, I volunteered to help?

MR BELL
Oh! Yes, yes, of course!

He smiles and nods eagerly, before glancing around. Drew
stands timidly beside him and says nothing.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
(slowly)

Have you spoken to Chess yet?

DREW
(awkward)

Uh, no.

Mr Bell lets out a sigh and pulls Drew aside.

MR BELL
I know she can be a little... forward
at times but give her a chance,
please.

(sighs)
She only wants the best for people,
even if her methods can be a little
bizarre at times.

DREW
I guessed that much.

MR BELL
I'm glad you're friends. I think
you two could be very good
influences on one another.

DREW
(mutters)

Can you believe I've only been
here three days?

Mr Bell just smiles back, totally clueless.
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DREW (CONT'D)
So what needed doing?

MR BELL
(glances up)

Kian!

Drew raises an eyebrow. He doesn't see Kian approaching him
from behind, dressed as a medieval knight.

DREW
You want me to do Kian?

Kian stops beside Drew and blinks.

KIAN
What?

Drew turns, sees Kian - goes as red as a tomato.

KIAN (CONT'D)
Well this is kind of awkward...

MR BELL
(lost)

Sorry?

Both boys quickly shake their heads.

KIAN
(quick)

Never mind.

He flashes Drew a grin. Turns back to the teacher.

KIAN (CONT'D)
What needs doing?

GIRL (O.S.)
Can I steal Drew for a second,
sir?

The boys all turn to see a girl stood next to them: red
hair and beautiful, dressed up as a fantasy princess. Her
costume is extremely elaborate and in her hand is a huge
checklist. This is SHANNON LITTLEWALL.

SHANNON
It'll just be for a moment.

She gives Mr Bell her brightest smile. He suddenly looks
very uncomfortable.

MR BELL
Um yes, sure. Go ahead.

SHANNON
Awesome!
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She grabs Drew by the hand and forcefully PULLS him away
from the others until they're out of earshot.

DREW
And you would be?

SHANNON
I'm Shannon, I basically run these
things. I'm on every committee, at
every meeting - these events
couldn't run without me.

She couldn't sound any prouder of her achievements. It
almost sends her into a happy daydream, until:

DREW
Yay you?

(beat)
Can I file a complaint about the
fancy dress?

She HITS him with her checklist.

SHANNON
(strict)

It's called cosplay!

She sighs and composes herself. Flattens down her dress.

SHANNON (CONT'D)
I wanted to talk to you about Chess.

DREW
We're not talking right now. Why
don't you talk to somebody else
about her?

He goes to leave. Shannon GRABS him again!

SHANNON
You can't trust her.

DREW
(sarcastic)

Yeah, that warning came a bit late
but thanks for the effort!

SHANNON
She will just keep screwing you
over, no matter how many times she
apologizes.

(sighs)
Just watch your back.

She turns and strides off, pushing through the crowds.
It's as if nobody even notices her.

DREW (V.O.)
Well that was ominous.
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He shakes his head and walks back over to Mr Bell and Kian.

KIAN
Everything alright?

Drew catches Kian watching him closely. They both quickly
glance away.

DREW
Fine.

(to Mr Bell)
Do you have something for us?

MR BELL
I do indeed! In fact, I even have
a two-man job for you both!

He directs his encouraging smile in Drew's direction.

DREW (V.O.)
This can't end well.

Kian looks a lot happier with the idea than Drew does:

Drew fakes a smile and gives his teacher a thumbs up. Kian
claps him on the shoulder and grins enthusiastically.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - GIRLS' LOCKER ROOM - NEXT

Chess walks into the locker room, dressed up as a FAIRY.
She scans the crowd of cheerleaders packing their bags and
getting ready to leave.

She finally spots Stacey and makes a beeline for her.

CHESS
You there, stereotype!

Stacey glances up and immediately smiles.

STACEY
Chess, hey! Thanks for the gossip,
we have been talking about it all
day!

CHESS
Yeah, about that... I need a favor
in return for telling you that.

Stacey blinks in surprise but nods. A wicked smirk pulls
at Chess' lips.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - NEXT

Drew and Kian carry a large table between them down the
corridor. Kian's carrying it like it weighs less than a
feather but Drew seems to be having some struggle keeping
his end up.
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KIAN
You alright there?

DREW
(grits his teeth)

Never better.

Kian lifts his end of the table up higher as if to prove a
point. Drew glares back at him.

KIAN
(chuckles)

I guess you aren't a sports guy,
huh?

DREW
The best thing about sports is the
players. I like a guy who's
competitive. They work harder in
the bedroom.

(beat)
Wow, I can't believe I just told you
that.

KIAN
(grins)

Does that mean I'm in with a shot?

Drew stops in his tracks. Kian walks into the edge of the
table and winces.

DREW
Sorry, my legs aren't exactly open
for business right now.

Kian laughs. Drew doesn't look so amused.

KIAN
I was just joking around!

DREW
So you don't want to get in my pants?

He raises his eyebrows; challenges Kian to reply.

KIAN
I get the feeling that any answer I
give here will be scrutinized to no
end.

DREW
Scrutinized, huh? Long word, you
sure you can handle it?

KIAN
(grins)

We still talking about the word?

Drew is unable to stop himself from laughing.
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EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COURTYARD - NEXT

Isaac is dressed as CUPID, wearing only a small and
revealing toga. He carries a gold toy bow in his hands and
has a quiver over his back. As always, he's surrounded by
a posse of people.

Brandon storms through the courtyard, bag slung over his
shoulder and his expression as dark as ever. The crowd are
blocking the path in front of him.

BRANDON
You're in my way.

Isaac pushes his way to the front of the posse.

ISAAC
The words you're looking for are
excusez-moi. Well, if you're looking
to talk in French.

Brandon doesn't look impressed. Isaac just smiles brightly
back at him.

BRANDON
Just get out of my way.

Isaac's smile falters.

ISAAC
There's no need to be a dick about
it, B.

The posse all take in a breath and take a step back.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - GYMNASIUM - MOMENTS LATER

The students are still trying to set up the fayre. Mr Bell
stands amidst the chaos, looking rather terrified and
excited at the same time.

MR BELL
Right people, the parents are going
to be arriving...

He glances at the door to see PARENTS walking in with their
young CHILDREN.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
...now!

(beat)
Battle stations!

There's a mad rush as everybody hurries to their stalls.
Mr Bell stumbles around for a bit before realizes he has
nowhere to be. He quickly makes a beeline towards the
arriving parents.
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MR BELL (CONT'D)
Welcome, welcome!

He gives them all a wide smile. He's trying too hard.
Shannon slides up beside him and gives the guests a CURTSEY.

SHANNON
If you'd like to follow me, I can
take you on the tour!

She moves away and the parents immediately start to follow.
Mr Bell lets out a sigh of relief - and then catches her
looking back and WINKING at him. His smile drops.

At the back of the hall, Drew and Kian shuffle back in
with the table between them. Drew catches sight of the
parents.

DREW
Looks like Thunderbirds are go.

The reference is totally lost on Kian.

DREW (CONT'D)
(sighs)

Never mind.

The sound of YELLING distracts them. They drop the table.

DREW (CONT'D)
What was that?

KIAN
It's coming from the courtyard.

He runs over to the doors without a moments pause.

DREW (V.O.)
Does this school ever take a break
from the drama?

Drew follows him, a little reluctant.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COURTYARD - CONTINUOUS

They come out into the courtyard where a crowd is forming -

Just in time to see Brandon PUNCH Isaac in the face! He hits
the ground hard.

DREW (V.O.)
Oh frak.

Kian doesn't waste a moment: he runs over and GRABS Brandon
around the shoulders! He pulls him away from Isaac even
through Brandon's struggles.

KIAN
What the hell are you doing?
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Isaac curls into a ball on the floor and covers his face
with his hands.

Drew's eyes go wide and he runs over. He drops down beside
him and reaches out to touch his arm.

DREW
Are you alive?

The MUMBLE he receives in reply gives him his answer.

DREW (CONT'D)
What was that?

ISAAC
(muffled)

Is my face broken?

DREW
Move your hands, I can't see!

Drew grabs Isaac by the hand and pulls it away so he can see
the other boy's face.

DREW (CONT'D)
You're as pretty as ever. Nothing
to worry about.

(voice-over)
Pretty sure he's gonna have a bruise
the size of Texas over that eye,
though.

The crowd parts to let Mr Bell through. He looks at each of
the boys in turn and his expression darkens.

MR BELL
(serious)

Somebody explain this. Now.

ISAAC
(points at Brandon)

He attacked me!

Brandon promptly glares at him and goes to lunge again. Kian
holds him back although it's a clear struggle to do so.

MR BELL
Brandon, explain yourself.

Nobody says anything. Brandon looks from Isaac to Drew. As
if it was possible, he looks even angrier.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
(stern)

Brandon...

BRANDON
Fuck it, suspend me.
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He PUSHES Kian off of him. The crowd all take a step back.
Chess pushes her way through and looks at the scene.

CHESS
Don't do this, Brandon.

Brandon looks straight at Isaac and lets out a small laugh.

BRANDON
Whatever.

He turns and starts to walk away. Mr Bell lets out a groan
of annoyance and starts to follow him.

Chess skirts over to Drew and crouches down beside him.

CHESS
I always said the weed would catch
up to him one day.

The looks she gets in return give her a clear message:

CHESS (CONT'D)
Not the time, right.

They help Isaac to his feet. People start to swarm him again,
he's just that popular.

DREW
Aside from worrying about your face,
are you alright?

ISAAC
Somebody get me a mirror!

FOUR POCKET MIRRORS are held out for him from various
directions. He takes one and inspects his face in it. Drew
rolls his eyes.

DREW
Do you know why he went for you?

ISAAC
Not a clue. I've always thought he
was pretty cute, too.

(sighs; laments)
I guess those sex dreams are just
gonna be nightmares now.

DREW
(blinks)

That's a visual I didn't need.

Drew drops away from the crowd. Chess follows him.

People surround Isaac but instead of paying them any
attention, he just watches Drew leave. Drew and Chess are
totally oblivious.
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Chess stares at Drew intently.

DREW (CONT'D)
Can you stop that? It's kind of
creepy and I'm still mad at you.

CHESS
You think you know why Brandon did
it, don't you?

DREW (V.O.)
I've never seen myself as a self-
obsessed person but right now, I
can't help it. Was that fight over
the picture of me and Isaac?

He glares back and says nothing. Chess just sighs and shakes
her head.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - GYMNASIUM - LATER

Mr Bell and his students take down the decorations for the
Medieval Fayre. Everybody's out of costume and Mr Bell
looks noticeably glum.

He sighs and steps back to inspect the work. The gym is almost
back to looking normal. He catches sight of Chess approaching.

CHESS
Hey pops.

He looks at her. Quirks an eyebrow.

MR BELL
Why do I get the feeling you're not
here to congratulate me for the
success of my event?

CHESS
It was...

(beat)
Okay, it was really not my thing.

His expression shows that he clearly isn't surprised.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Did you catch up with Brandon?

MR BELL
He left the premises in a hurry so
I, uh -

(beat)
I called his mom.

He looks more than a little guilty.

CHESS
And?
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MR BELL
You know I'm not technically supposed
to discuss school matters with you,
right?

Chess gives him a puppy-dog look.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
(sighs)

I let him off with a warning. He'll
be back at school tomorrow.

Isaac stops behind them. He catches the last few words and
his face falls: he isn't happy.

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - EVENING

Drew is sat at the kitchen counter, gorging on a tub of
ice cream. He keeps rereading two separate NOTES on the
table, one signed by his mother and the other by his father.

A KNOCK on the back door attracts his attention. A
silhouette is visible through the door but he can't make
out who it belongs to.

With a frown, he gets up and approaches the back door. He
opens it up to see Chess standing there, back in her normal
clothes and holding her cell phone in her hands.

CHESS
Have you checked the blog yet?

DREW
Why? More gossip about me?

CHESS
Just look.

She hands over her cell phone to show him the SVH Exposed
blog. The top story is no longer about him. Instead, it's
a picture of Chess KISSING Stacey!

CHESS (CONT'D)
Don't get the wrong impression,
Stacey's really not my type.

Drew looks up at her, confusion written all over his face.

DREW
So what's this about then?

CHESS
(smiles softly)

You're not the top story anymore,
are you? After all, that was what
you wanted, right?

He looks from her to his phone and back. A smile tugs at
his lips.
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DREW
Thank you.

(pauses)
Wait, I retract that thanks.
Everything's still your fault but
I accept your apology. 

CHESS
Well it's good enough for me! Can
I come in?

And off their smiles...

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT TWO
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